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With significant progress being made towards a COVID vaccine, it’s
easy to think that the big job is done. That people will take the vaccine
and life will go back to how it was.
Yet, before and after Pfizer’s recent announcement, pollsters have consistently
found large sections of the public either seriously unsure or adamantly opposed
to taking a vaccine.
It’s naïve to think that ‘the science’ alone will be enough to assure people and
gain their acceptance. This work is an attempt to understand why.
This project explored public attitudes to a COVID vaccine. Its findings and
conclusions are based on an in-depth analysis of hundreds of social media
comments about it (Aug-Sept 2020) across the UK, USA and Germany.
We concluded that attempts to achieve wide-spread adoption will need to
address a series of justified fears and concerns. It will need to build and secure
trust. While addressing the needs of very different audiences.
It will need to understand that the vaccine doesn’t exist in a vacuum. Rather that
it means that stands for different things to different groups, in different
countries. Views clash strongly in an emotional, often antagonistic and negative
debate. This gives stark warning of the challenges that lie ahead and risks of
‘getting it wrong’.
At the heart of the challenge is a question: do you fear the virus more than you
fear or trust the vaccine?
For any mass vaccination programme to work, it will need to understand what
drives and informs the attitudes and behaviours of those more worried about
the vaccine than the virus.
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Unpacking how people feel about a COVID vaccine revealed a complex
web of influence, attitudes and beliefs.
This report summarises the main themes and seeks to build our understanding
of the following questions:
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•

What are the core influences that determine how people think about a COVID
vaccine?

•

What are the personal priorities that influence these attitudes and
behaviours?

•

How does the cultural context in each country provide the backdrop for
which decisions play out?

•

What are the attitudes and behaviours of Pro, Conditionally Pro and Antivaccine groups in the UK, USA and Germany?

•

What are the implications and opportunities for those working to promote
public health?
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Threaded through the social conversation (in all markets) are recurring
questions that will need to be answered if trust in a vaccine is to be
secured.

Vaccines take years to
develop, is this being
rushed? Is it possible it can
work, and be safe to take?

What’s ‘in it’? Is it DNA
altering, will it affect future
generations? Who is really
behind this, do we trust
‘them’?

Will it be compulsory? It’s a
free country, I want a
choice… but do we all need
to take it to be effective?

I’ve had bad experiences
with the flu vaccine, I’m not
going near this. Vaccines
are serious, how do we
know what the side effects
are?

I’m in good health, people
I’m close to are in good
health. I’m not at risk, I’ll
wait and see how this goes,
I’m not sure it’s safe…?
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Before ‘COVID’ entered our lives, there were growing social tensions and
fragmentation across the world. ‘Tribes’ formed around various social
and political topics with an increasing need to ‘pick a side’.
A COVID vaccine has become another point of tension.
•

For many in the Western world, vaccines are a routine part of childhood and
later life and the eradication of some diseases has stood for progress.

•

However, vaccines have become a topic of considerable debate, with a
powerful ‘anti-vaxx’ voice and worrying fall in vaccinations.

•

Given this context, a COVID vaccine is being watched with great attention. A
pandemic that’s touched all corners of life, makes the promise of a vaccine
an urgent, exciting, confusing, or simply an impossible prospect for people.

It’s a complex topic. The social conversation reveals that it’s connecting with
many issues, identities and adding another layer of ‘tribalism’.
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•

Across all markets we explored, regardless of attitudes to the vaccine, trust
emerged as a central, yet fragile, construct. The presence or absence of trust
is shaping opinions and defining intentions about taking a vaccine.

•

We observed a need for many to take a stand, to decide if ‘they are for, or
against it’. Others are yet to decide and are more conditional about their
potential acceptance.

•

The social conversation is largely a broadcast of opinion, concerns,
judgements, or anticipation of a vaccine. It’s less discursive, more a clash of
social, moral attitudes from different perspectives and belief systems.

•

The discussion can be understood in terms of the end result (the likelihood to
take a vaccine) and the core influences, personal priorities and cultural
contexts that combine to form these decisions.
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46%
37%

UK
In all three markets, significant disagreements exist about the nature,
role and potential efficacy of a vaccine.

17%

Opinion sits across a continuum from Pro to Anti, with sizeable regional
differences.

• Pro–vaccine: generally support vaccines, are eager for a COIVD vaccine and

50%

USA

35%

will take it as soon as they can. They’re fearful of the virus, for health and
economic reasons. They believe taking the vaccine is a civic duty, to address
the virus, protect the vulnerable and get ‘back to life’. Trusting of authority,
they have faith it will be safe and effective.

• Conditionally-pro: are cautious and questioning about the details of the

vaccine’s development, the evidence for its need, efficacy and safety. They
are willing to take it but need reassurance, transparency and to see the
evidence. They may take it ‘later’, think it should be prioritised for the
vulnerable, be a choice and are more questioning of authority.

15%

• Anti-vaccine: are against vaccines in general and COVID in particular. They

Pro-vaccine

42%

42%

Conditionally Pro

don’t believe vaccines are safe, or effective. Some believe COVID is a hoax.
The vaccine is seen as an example of conspiracy and corruption between
government and ‘big pharma’. Distrusting of authority, they will not take it and
think other methods are more effective.

Anti-vaccine
16%
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Bases: UK 388, USA 414, USA 414
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For many, the decision whether to take a COVID vaccine or not, is far from simple. Their choice is a combination of their core influences, their priorities
and the main cultural context in which they operate. These are shown below.
The relative importance of these themes, ‘where people are’ concerning them, and the interplay between them shapes how they feel about the vaccine. They also
shape interactions between people on social, the language and style of discourse.
These factors will be important when designing public health campaigns to encourage vaccine uptake. It won’t be enough to rely on one factor, or a simple version of
the ‘science’ to counter deeply held beliefs and concerns.

Core influences

CULTURAL CONTEXT
’.

Personal priorities

TRUST: this reflects our trust in institutions, leaders, experts, and the
media. It’s our tendency to trust or be sceptical of authority. Whether
we think COVID is ‘real’. Perspectives on conspiracy theories and our
attitudes to ‘others’.

BACK TO LIFE: this is about the importance of getting on
with life, to return to ‘normal’. It’s our need for certainty.
What is the best route back to freedom and the future. Our
fears about the of the impact on the economy & society.

SELF + SOCIETY: this captures our sense of moral, social responsibility.
Doing ‘the right thing’ for the greater good. Our willingness for
collective action, public health initiatives and the Government’s role in
health. Our view of mandatory behaviour vs. individual choice.

VALUES + IDEOLOGY: this reflects the importance of our
personal values and how they shape our identity, beliefs
and choices. It’s our political stances, attitude and
judgements of others. A sense of ‘them & us’.

FEAR: this reflects the balance of fears: virus or vaccine. Our sense of
personal health, immunity and risk. Our belief in the effectiveness of a
vaccine, our worry of side-effects, confidence in pharma. Fear of not
having a vaccine, for health, wealth, and society.

Vaccine + alternatives: this captures how people make
choices based on the details of pharmacology, science and
certainty about the vaccine. Efficacy, side effects, the
evidence, checks and balances.
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People’s basic willingness to trust, strongly influences their attitudes
and intentions towards a COVID vaccine.
•

Any potential vaccine needs people to trust it. To trust that it’s needed, that it
works, that it’s safe, that the risks are known and minimized.

•

However, the world is dealing with some pretty big trust issues that preceded
the pandemic. COVID hit us at a time with historically low levels of trust in
brands, politics/politicians, institutions and ‘other people’.

•

With vaccines, trust is closely linked to our attitudes to authority and our
faith in ‘evidence’, This significantly shapes how we view vaccines and our
intentions towards them. In all markets, the:

•

“…trust in our political system with all its institutions and in the media is a prerequisite
for people’s acceptance of the pandemic measures. The greater the trust, the better
and more responsible citizens will be in implementing the measures. And the course of
the pandemic depends on this as long as we do not have a vaccination or
medication. There is a close link between trust in our state, its institutions, the media
and COVID19.”
Pro-vaccine, Germany
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•

•

‘Pros’ are the most trusting. They’re willing to believe and ‘leave it to the
professionals’.

•

Conditionals are questioning, sceptical, but not innately distrusting.

•

And the ‘Antis’ are the most distrusting (especially of mainstream
sources), with some even doubting the existence of COVID.

The main flashpoints in this trust debate centre on perceptions of:
•

Vaccines in general: what we believe about their effectiveness, their
history, how they work, side-effects, the time they take to develop, and the
role of profit as a motivator of corporate behaviour.

•

And the role and actions of: governments (and their handling of the
pandemic), pharma (and their commercial interests) and
science/scientists (their expertise and impartiality).

Secondary fault lines come from the media, other nations (Russia, China,
USA), health authorities (e.g. WHO), key personalities (e.g. Trump, Putin, Gates),
and health advisors (e.g. Fauci, Witty).
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Attitudes towards a COVID vaccine also depend on people’s beliefs
about what makes a ‘good citizen’. Which is more important? Acting on
behalf of the collective good or standing up for personal liberty?

“I'm usually very pro choice when it comes to autonomy. It's just that when it comes
to vaccines it is also for the benefit of others who can't have it or are more
vulnerable too. Covid can kill, not just the elderly or vulnerable either. Evidence is
growing for long term health conditions for survivors of all ages too.”
Pro-vaccine, UK
Photo by Toa Heftiba on Unsplash

•

The outset of the pandemic saw people in many countries come together
previous differences smoothed over by a common threat. . We saw a social
spiritedness in the face of the pandemic.

•

With time, fractures are re-emerging with ideas about a vaccine slotting into
these ingrained differences.

•

The position people take on a COVID vaccine mirrors their fundamental
beliefs about the relative importance of collective, mandatory action vs. the
right to (and protection of) freedom of choice.

•

A vaccine requires action that shifts from the external (masks, hand washing,
social distance etc.) to the internal. It raises questions and challenges
personal rules of what we’re willing to accept with our bodies - even to
protect ourselves and others.

•

It surfaces powerful views on the role and legitimacy of state-led, public
health campaigns and regulations. It raises the question “who’s responsibility
is it to protect health, the individual or the state?”.

•

Our views on vaccinations are shaped by how we answer this question. Is it
our right to make ‘healthy’ choices, for ourselves and others? Or do times like
this require a more collective approach?

•

Concern about mandatory vaccination is a prominent theme. Pros believe
it’s our civic duty to take it, like it or not. We must all have it for it to work, to
protect the vulnerable, elderly, ourselves, the economy and our future.

•

The Conditional and Anti’s tip towards the sanctity of personal choice, as a
right that can’t be violated.
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The final core influence is Fear. Fear is the dominant emotion running
through the vaccine conversation, shaping much of how we respond.
•

“I have been vaccinated for years. It did me good. But I will certainly not be
vaccinated against corona so quickly and thoughtlessly if there is a vaccine. Wait
and see if there are any side effects. But I am against compulsory vaccination. For
self-determination. It’s "my body".”
Conditional, USA
Photo by CDC on Unsplash

People’s locus of fear (the vaccine or the virus) has a strong influence on their
stance towards a potential vaccine.
•

Pros fear the virus the most. This stems from concerns over the impact of
the virus on their health, the health of others and the outlook for society.

•

Conditionals worry about the virus, less for themselves and more for
others and its longevity. But they’re fearful of a rushed, unsafe vaccine,
with unknown side effects and ingredients, that may harm health and
worsen the pandemic itself.

•

The Anti’s are confident in their health and immunity and are willing to
‘take their chances with COVID’, over the risk of a vaccine they don’t
believe will work, is produced by questionable people/companies and that
could be harmful (”a poison”).

•

Conditionals and Anti’s are concerned that the vaccine will bring
complacency with other (important) preventative behaviours that may fuel
the virus rather than abate it (lapses in hygiene, distancing, masks etc.).

•

They also have grave concerns over ‘DNA altering’ ingredients or risk of
neurological damage from the vaccine. These are often associated with Bill
Gates’ vaccine involvement.

•

Personal poor experience of vaccines, or examples of when ‘they don’t work’,
undermine belief in a potential COVID vaccine’s efficacy. The flu vaccine is
often given as a proof point for both concerns.

•

The Anti and Conditionals also believe viruses can be become naturally
managed by populations, that they ‘go away’ (e.g. SARS, flu) or that
behavioural measures are more effective than vaccines.
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When it comes to personal priorities, the first question to consider is a
trade-off between the need to return to normality against the need for
a properly developed and tested vaccine.

“I wouldn't have the vaccine either, at least not for a good 5 years while they use the
old and vulnerable as guinea pigs. It's not like it's been developed over a decade
and gone through stringent safety testing like flu vaccines have. If the older gen are
vaccinated, and younger people tend to not be affected then that's good enough
for me."
Conditional, UK
Photo by National Cancer Institute on Unsplash

•

For Pros, a strong motivation for taking the vaccine is the promise of a return
to normal life - social freedom, the ability to make plans (especially travel).

•

They are impatient for the vaccine, which they see as the only solution to the
virus and our ability to ‘get back to life’. Some are struggling with the ongoing
pandemic restrictions, fuelling anticipation and demand for a vaccine.

•

It’s not purely selfish: the impact on the economy and ‘the future’ of
pandemic restrictions also drives their eagerness for a solution. They want to
see progress and for the government and manufactures to ‘get on with it’.

•

This motivation is relatively stronger in the UK and USA. In Germany, it’s often
secondary to the desire to protect the vulnerable and the elderly.

•

Conversely, the Conditional and Anti’s are not convinced a vaccine is the
only solution or will be effective. They lack belief in vaccines or need
evidence and reassurance of efficacy and safety (Conditionals).

•

They fear a rushed, unsafe vaccine and believe other preventative methods
are more credible e.g. behavioural adaptations, boosting own
health/immunity, herd immunity, treatments rather than vaccine or
combining these with a (proven) vaccine.

•

They also tend to feel more confident in their immunity and ability to
physically cope with the virus. They’re more worried about a poorly
developed vaccine, or one driven by other agendas than protecting people
from COVID (e.g. commercial or political).
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The second set of priorities to consider are people’s deeper, ideological
beliefs and core values.

“This is a global gold mine for the pharmaceutical industry… whole thing was
hatched in the WHO, which had previously changed the parameters for when a
pandemic is a pandemic. 80% of the budget comes from the pharmaceutical
industry. The vaccination initiative GIVI, an offshoot of the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation, is responsible for the vaccination of 8 billion citizens. Bill Gates was
allowed to present this request live on the news during prime time a few weeks ago.
"The pandemic is only over when we have a vaccine”…This is the jackpot…”
Anti-vaccine, Germany
Photo by Liam Edwards on Unsplash

•

Our personal principles are a check-list of what is, or isn’t acceptable. They
shape our choice whether to accept a vaccine personally (to take), or
conceptually (who gets it, is it compulsory, is it free, who is developing it, etc).

•

Our vaccine choices take place within a complex range of related topics. The
topic of ‘the vaccine’ is not singular, or related just to the pandemic. Rather it’s
shaped by our judgements about a wide range of other factors.

•

While personal principles and values come into play for all groups, they
feature more strongly for the Conditional and Anti groups.

•

For the Conditional, their values means its a complex choice they are yet to
make. For the Anti, their strong principles mean it’s clear decision.

•

The main value battlegrounds are:
•

Politics and the politicisation of a vaccine: opinion is shaped by political
orientation and the importance of the right to chose. This is exacerbated
by concerns about the vaccine as a political tool and suspected
corruption.

•

Scientific neutrality: to what extent do they think ‘science’, scientists, and
approving authorities are independent of politics.

•

Policy and government reputation: their attitudes towards their
Government, its handling of the pandemic or other Governments’
developing vaccines.

•

‘Otherness’: their attitudes to other nations (Russia, China, the USA) and
the desire for a ‘domestic’ vaccine. Also attitudes to ‘other people’ with
differing views and judgements about behaviours of certain groups.

•

Commerce, wealthy individuals: their views off ‘big pharma’ and the
appropriateness of financial gain from the vaccine.
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The final set priorities deals with the possibility of an effective vaccine
vs. preventative methods. Up for debate is the testing process, the time
taken, the ingredients and who is producing it.

“AstraZeneca to be exempt from coronavirus vaccine liability claims in most
countries”. Don’t know about you but I didn’t see this one coming ??
#IDoNotConsent #ArrestBillGates #TheGreatAwakening”
Anti-vaccine, UK
x
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•

People in all markets regularly make comparisons with the flu virus. Those
with positive experiences are more accepting of a COVID vaccine.

•

Conditional and Anti groups use poor experiences with the flu vaccine
(ineffective or side effects), the lack of eradication of flu, and the inability to
produce vaccines for other coronaviruses to question the possibility of a safe
one for COVID.

•

This plays into the perception of a COVID vaccine being rushed and
therefore unsafe. The Conditional need assurance of full testing, compliance
to the three-phase trial process and plenty of time for thoroughness.

•

There is also a ‘viral mutation’ narrative. This debate is used to undermine
the long-term use of vaccines due to the virus quickly mutating.

•

People also question and raise concerns about vaccine ‘ingredients’. There is
a sense of mystery about what it contains, with particular concern about
DNA-altering ingredients or a ’chip’ (regularly linked to Bill Gates’
involvement).

•

For the Anti, suspicious ingredients rule vaccines out. For the Conditional,
they are among the checks and balances to be assessed before taking one.

•

People also question the ethics of pharma companies. Their reputations and
past scandals compromise belief in the safety of a vaccine and the need to
see longer-term outcomes.

•

This connects with the need to know the potential side effects before taking a
vaccine.
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People’s core influences and personal priorities exist within and are
shaped by, the broader cultural context.
•

While some clear themes and mindsets are common across all markets, the
dynamics of how they play out varies.

•

Existing social, cultural and historic factors influence how these themes come
to life. They shape the values and issues that become attached to them and
guide opinions and intentions towards the vaccine.

In the UK, the mainstream and alternative media are the
dominant cultural influence and drive a fragile state of trust.
This sits alongside underlying social tensions and recent
questions of national identity.

“Social media is radicalising sceptics into hard anti-vaxxers, with 31% of Britons
potentially refusing a #COVID19 vaccine once one is found - we urgently need
Online Harms legislation. My comments for @thetimes”
Pro-vaccine, UK
“I believe in vaccines. I believe in science. I DO NOT believe there is a safe Covid-19
vaccine at this time. I will NOT become a willing test subject to get Trump reelected.”
Conditional, USA
xPhoto by Timon Studler on Unsplash

In the USA, the current political context is highly influential and
sits alongside historic, national values - linked to fundamental
rights and defining principals of what it means to ‘be
American’.

In Germany, historic events raise anxieties and bring suspicion
about the ‘real’ use of a vaccine, alongside the need to
safeguard democratic national values.
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The most talked about cultural influence in the UK is the media’s power to
shape popular opinion about COVID and the vaccine.
•

The mainstream media’s reporting of COVID is criticised, for different reasons, by
all. The Pros and some Conditionals are also critical of social media for
spreading mistruths, conspiracy theories and building anti-vaccine views.

•

There is disagreement about the way ‘the media’ represents the situation, but
agreement and criticism of its influence and role in raising divisiveness.

•

There is an undercurrent that ‘other people’ are wrong to believe media
coverage, that it’s untrustworthy with harmfully biased representations. Each
group feels worried or angry about depictions of people with ‘their’ views.

•

The mainstream news sparks emotional responses for many, from fear to
sadness, to anger, triggering both Anti and Pro responses.

This stokes a clash of moral attitudes, fundamental beliefs and pre-existing
divisions.
•

It’s a highly negative, aggressive, polarised debate about ‘other people’s’
behaviours, roles in the COVID situation and subjective ‘rights’ or ‘wrongs’.

•

A ‘them and us’ blame culture is prominent, but mixed with regret over
increasing divides.

People feel the need to be “for” or “against” the vaccine. This stems from what
sources people choose to trust, but this trust appears to be fragile.
“They are really pushing this and it makes me fearful! BBC News - Coronavirus: How
will the world vaccinate seven billion?”
Conditional, UK
xPhoto by Siora Photography on Unsplash

•

People’s stances are shaped by what they choose to believe and defend:
Government, scientists, the pharma industry, academics, media (mainstream or
social), etc.

•

The revolving news agenda challenges trust in sources, certainty and brings
confusion. The Conditional ask more questions, the Pro and Anti defend their
views and discredit ‘new news’ to the contrary.
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In the USA, the biggest cultural influence is the role the administration has
played in the COVID vaccine and its relationship with pharma.
•

The timing of the election heightened an already political conversation. It was
seen to put undue haste on the development process that many worry will be
unsafe and worse than the virus itself.

•

It stirs underlying distrust (for most) in the Government, criticism of its pandemic
handling and views about healthcare provision and inequality. It’s notable that
rising death rates are a louder theme in the USA.

•

The nature of government and commercial relations creates distrust, strong
concerns of corruption and agendas (financial, political). While this features for
all, the Pro are more trusting of an ‘American vaccine’ and the FDA.

President Trump’s involvement in how the vaccine has developed is notable.
•

His comments about the virus, it’s risk and seriousness, general handling of the
pandemic, suspected profiteering and involvement in a vaccine that was
planned to be announced in time with the election, all undermine trust for each
group, to varying degrees.

•

Some Pro’s comment that they are supportive of vaccines, want to take one
when ready but will not take anything developed under a ‘Trump’ administration.

Worries that the vaccine will be forced on people or coerced (through social or
economic sanctions) make people focus on the need to uphold fundamental
national values and the Constitution.
"I cringed when Trump said the COVID-19 Vaccine could be ready "by a very special
day." Politicization of public health response is an unmitigated disaster. And I am
pro-vax!"
Pro-vaccine, USA
xPhoto by René DeAnda on Unsplash

•

Anti and Conditionals defend their right to free choice and medical autonomy,
they fear politicisation of the vaccine and see this as ‘un-American’.

•

Even the principally Pro’s are losing trust and support for the vaccine, with news
of a forced approach.
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The German discussion is fragmented, antagonistic and ideological. It’s
rooted in German history and current socio-political tensions.
•

The vaccine conversation is more often about the COVID context than the
vaccine itself: the statistics, facts, truths surrounding the virus and how the
Government is responding.

•

Political leaders are rarely mentioned. Instead, it’s a behavioural, moral
debate between groups who pronounce their views and are critical of others.

•

There’s little talk of personal life or experience. It’s more impersonal and
focused on ’the news’, media and what ‘other groups’ are doing.

•

It’s a less emotional conversation, more pragmatic and less urgent. While
there are similar frustrations with restrictions to the USA and UK, there’s a
sense of needing to wait until a vaccine is safe and ready, and maintain
other measures until then.

The focus on the wider social context and other’s attitudes or behaviours
appears symptomatic of how the vaccine and the virus is amplifying existing
and emerging tensions in German society, and fears of a growing right wing.

“I am aware of the danger #right-wing extremists pose. More difficult for me to
assess are all the vaccination opponents-healing practitioners-Corona-is-lovepeople. I find them creepy. #Covidiots”
Pro, Germany
xPhoto by Ridwan Meah on Unsplash

•

Anti’s views are easily conflated with this and there’s a hesitancy to question
the Government and authorities.

•

The Conditional are keen to state that they’re not anti-vaccine. Anti’s can be
angry when labelled a ‘right wing sect’ – as they can at times be by the Pro’s.

The latent collective memory of Germany’s historic experiences with
dictatorships, fascism and the specific weaponization of health or medical
testing play a part in the narrative.
•

They underpin caution for the Pro and Conditionals about a forced vaccine
and the need to uphold democratic rights to choose. They fuel conspiracy
theories and fears of hidden agendas among the Anti and inform a sense of
'body as sacred’ across the groups.
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What do they think?

How do they feel?

What are they doing?

•

That vaccines save lives: they believe
vaccines work and tend to be ‘pro-vaccine’.

•

They identify as ‘pro’ and distance themselves from
anti-vaccine stances, that they don’t understand.

•

They will take the vaccine: they explicitly state they will
- as soon as it’s ready.

•

That vaccines aren’t harmful: and that they
matter for individual and public health.

•

•

They take the flu vaccine: they have it or are
considering it.

•

That it’s everyone’s responsibility to take the
vaccine. A civic duty, to protect themselves,
others, the economy, and the future.

They fear the virus more than the vaccine: the risk to
their health, the health of others (inc. the vulnerable)
and the risk to society and the economy. The vaccine
has the ‘power’ to get life going again.

•

They haven’t had a bad vaccine experience: in the
past.

•

Some are taking part in trials: they are or are open to
this.

•

They actively seek information and share this with
others. They follow the mainstream media for news on
vaccine progress. They refer to scientific studies.

•

That the vaccine is the only solution to the
virus and the path back to ‘normality’.

•

That the vaccine needs to be a top priority:
they want the Government ‘to act’, scientists
to ‘do their job’, manufacturers to produce
one, ASAP.

•
•

•

That it’s important to share facts, truths and
encourage people to take a vaccine.
That everyone needs to take the vaccine for
it to be effective, thereby allowing COVID to
be ‘solved’.
They believe in ‘science’ and trust the
vaccine will be safe, tested and won’t be
released until it is.

Base: UK 388

•

They fear that not enough people will take the
vaccine and worry about the spread of
‘misinformation’ by anti-vaccine groups.

•

They struggle with pandemic restrictions: they’re
frustrated, they want to enjoy life again, without fear.

•

They’re angry about ‘anti-vaccine’ views, consider
them conspiracy theorists, that are selfish and
dangerous.

•

•

They’re hopeful and are looking forward to a vaccine,
ASAP.

They ask others in social media about their views: will
they take the vaccine? Seeking reassurance others will
and are keenly encouraging others to take it.

•

Their conversation is:

•

They’re trusting of authority; they’re happy for the
‘experts’ and government to know the detail. They
have faith in their credibility.

•

They trust government, scientists, pharma, ‘experts’,
‘science’, media.

•

Authoritative: they’re certain of their view and
moral stance.

•

Sarcastic: they’re combative against the ‘antivaxxers’.

•

Savvy, actively engaged in the developments.
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What do they think?
•

•

•

•

How do they feel?

That vaccines can save lives but can also
come with risks, side effects or not be right
for everyone.

•

That vaccines are not the only solution:
other preventative approaches also matter
and could off-set the need for a vaccine.

•

They remain to be convinced about a COVID
vaccine: that it will work, be safe and why it
will be ‘better’ than other methods.

•

That it’s everyone’s choice to take a vaccine:
a civic duty if assured of safety & efficacy.
Not to be forced on all, rather it should be
prioritised for the most vulnerable.

They want to be clear they’re not ‘anti-vaccine’: but
questioning is important. Distance themselves from
‘anti’ views.
They fear the virus and vaccine equally: the risk to
their and other’s health, to society and the economy
as well as fear of an unsafe, ineffective vaccine.

They fear a rushed vaccine and ‘agendas’: they
worry it will not be thoroughly tested, through
standard 3 stage process, be approved by the ‘right’
people. They see political pressure and commercial
interests applying undue haste to ‘solve’ COVID.

•

They fear a compulsory vaccine and champion free
choice.

What are they doing?
•

They might take the vaccine, ‘later’: they want to
watch, wait and decide when they see it in action.

•

They may take flu vaccine this year: to help the
situation and off-set concern about winter flu + COVID.

•

They’ve had mixed experiences with other vaccines:
some have, some haven’t but are aware of the
potential risks.

•

They support trials but won’t take part: they are
grateful to those who do and need the evidence.

•

They actively seek information from multiple sources
and share with others. They follow mainstream and
alternative media for news on progress. They cite
scientific studies.

•

That not all vaccines work: they compare it
to the flu virus, which some have had a
previous poor experience with the vaccine.

•

They’re uncertain of the efficacy, will it be ‘better’
than other approaches (or needed at all if there are
other ‘less risky’ methods).

•

They ask others in social media about their views: will
they take the vaccine? Is it ok to question it? They’re
seeking reassurance, support and to learn from others

•

That the details matter: the ‘ingredients’,
what it is, how it’s developed, who is ‘behind it’

•

They question authority, but trust ‘science’: they’re
healthy sceptics who want transparency from
govt/pharma and ‘evidence’. They question the
media and its fair depiction of ‘anti-vaccine’ views.

•

Their conversation is:

•
•

That questions matter: it’s important to
probe, not believe all you hear, need proof.
That it shouldn’t be rushed: only released
when it’s safe, tested, and side-effects known.

Base: UK 388

•

They don’t trust a Russian, Chinese or American
vaccine. They’re concerned about political motives,
and relationships with pharma companies.

•

Cautious: apologetic about questioning,
defensive & clear they are not anti-vaccine.

•

Investigative: probing, critiquing.

•

Determined: to refuse rushed, unsafe vaccine, to
make the ‘right’ choice.
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What do they think?
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

How do they feel?

That vaccines are harmful to health: they
don’t save lives, are a ‘poison’ and are risky.
Generally anti-vaccines & COVID vaccine
specifically

•

That vaccines don’t work and aren’t needed:
other preventative behavioural approaches
and healthy lifestyles are better. Think we
learnt to live with viruses (flu); cite viruses
that have ‘come and gone naturally’ (SARS).

•

Some have had bad experiences with
vaccines, especially flu with side effects or
found it ineffective.

•

That it’s a fundamental choice to take a
vaccine. They strongly oppose mandating it
and believe in freedom of choice (especially
over one’s body). Forced vaccine = a
violation.

•

They fear it will be made compulsory

•

They’re angry about perceived corruption and
distrust authority. They see the vaccine as a tool for
political or commercial gain. Anger directed at
governments, pharma, WHO, the media and public
figures.

That the vaccine is being rushed and isn’t
safe. Think it should take 4-5 years, any
quicker makes it ‘dodgy’.
That any vaccine will be linked to corruption,
ulterior motives, they cite past scandals.
That COVID is/may be a hoax: it’s a
conspiracy or the risk has been exaggerated.

Base: UK 388

They are proudly anti-vaccine: they accept ‘antivaxx’ & ‘conspiracy theorists’ labels. They don’t
understand pro-vaccine views or those taking part in
trials.
They fear the vaccine more than the virus: think an
unsafe, ineffective vaccine will cause more harm
than good. Worry that it may worsen the COVID
situation if people believe in it’s ‘promise’ and stop
other preventative behaviours.
They fear side effects: concerns over DNA altering,
neurological damage, with a specific link to Bill Gates’
involvement.

•

They’re disgusted at the prospect of the
forthcoming vaccine, and with others who ‘believe in
it’.

•

They’re confident in their immunity. They trust their
health, will ‘take chance with the virus’ rather than try
the vaccine.

What are they doing?
•

They say they will never take any vaccine. They’ll not
allow their children or family to and urge others not to.

•

They’re prepared to accept consequences of refusal:
to their health, legal implications or restricted freedoms.

•

Some have had bad experiences of vaccines: negative
health consequences or ineffective vaccines.

•

They sign and promote anti-vaccine petitions: they
question COVID measures, general virus handling and
any vaccine.

•

They actively seek and share information, multi-source
but favour alternative media e.g. YouTube, Twitter

•

They urge others not to trust the mainstream media,
government sources. Favour their research and
question the ‘official’ data.

•

Their conversation is:
•

Negative, assertive: unapologetic of views.

•

Questioning, challenging: unpicking data, seeking
inconsistencies to share.

•

Detailed: cite statistics, data, alternative sources
and historic virus cases.

•

Absolute: “not in my body”, “not touching it”.
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What do they think?
•
•

That vaccines save lives: generally ‘provaccine’, believe vaccines work and are safe.

•

They are patriotic, identify as ‘pro-vaccines’, believe
taking it is for greater good/country, but ‘anti-Trump’.

That it’s a civic duty to take the vaccine: all
should take it to protect themselves, the
vulnerable, the economy, and the future.

•

They fear the virus more than the vaccine: the risk of
contracting virus, fear of the flu season, rising risks of
infection and death rates in the USA.

They will take the COVID vaccine: as soon as it’s ready.

•

They’ve taken other vaccines e.g. flu, typhoid, intend
to/have taken flu vaccine this year.

•

They haven’t had bad vaccine experiences: in the past.

•

They take part in trials: they are or are willing to. Keen to
make a positive contribution, to speed development.

That the vaccine is the only solution to
protect the elderly, vulnerable and is crucial
to address the high death rate in USA.

•

They’re angry and disgusted at anti-vaxxers, people
refusing to take it seriously especially President
Trump.

•

They seek information and share with others, cite facts,
statistics in news, from Govt. or scientific sources.

•

They want to convince others of the need for a vaccine.

That the vaccine is urgent, a top priority:
fast-tracking is ok. Believe it will be safe and
are assured by Govt./health officials/pharma
standards that will be adhered to.

•

They’re frustrated with life on hold: they have a
strong desire to get back to ‘living life’.

•

•

They’re angry at anti-vaccine views, they consider
them conspiracy theorists, selfish and dangerous.

They ask others in social media about their views: will
they take the vaccine? Seeking reassurance that others
will and are eager to encourage others to take it.

That the vaccine is the only way back to
‘normal’, they have done ‘their bit’ during the
crisis (e.g. staying home, wearing masks) and
a vaccine is the 'reward' for their efforts.

•

Their conversation is:

•

They’re happy to take part in trials (some) or know
others are doing so, grateful for their help.

•

They trust authority: they rely on experts to know the
detail. Trust their competence and integrity to assure
their safety.

•

They generally trust the government, scientists,
pharma, experts, ‘science’, personal doctors, mixed
trust in the media.

•

•

•

They’re motivated to accept potential side effects to
achieve protection of vaccine (for self/others).

Don’t believe it will be mandatory.

•

What are they doing?

•

•

•

How do they feel?

They don’t believe conspiracy theories: e.g.
alternative agendas of pharma/ ’Bill Gates’
etc. or that COVID is a hoax.

Base: USA 414

•

Authoritative, with conviction: convinced of their
views.

•

Matter of fact: frank, ‘this is the situation, what we
must do to save society from COVID’

•

Broadcast: stating views, factually.

•

Political: references to Trump/election context.
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What do they think?
•

They’re generally pro-vaccine but think that
not everyone can / needs to take them for it
to be effective.

•

They see the vaccine as protecting the
vulnerable - who will be protected by their
vaccination.

•

How do they feel?

What are they doing?

•

They’re not ‘anti-vaccine’ or conspiracy theorists: it’s
important to question, explore the facts, be open to
alternatives.

•

They might take the vaccine, ‘later’: want to watch, wait
to see it in action, after the election and assess risks. Not
urgent for them, relative confidence in their immunity.

•

That vaccines should be prioritised for the most
vulnerable but not made compulsory.

•

They will not take a ‘Trump’ or Russian vaccine.

•

That politics is a barrier: politics must be removed
from vaccine development for credibility. They’re
waiting for the election and change in Government.

•

That a social consensus is needed. They’re
against a ‘Trump’ vaccine or a mandatory
approach.

Some have had poor experiences with other vaccines:
have had side effects or suffered from it not working.

•

•

That vaccines need total safety, They’re
focused on ‘health & safety’ details: risks,
side-effects, and who it’s made by.

•

They’re sceptical. They need assurances about
vaccine safety, integrity, need to know what’s ‘behind
the scenes’.

They support trials but won’t take part: they’re grateful
to those who do and need the evidence from trials.

•

•

Some were ‘Pro’ but the politicisation of
vaccines has made them cautious.

•

They fear a ‘rushed’ vaccine: they don’t believe a
safe or effective vaccine can be made in months.
Think a vaccine is being rushed to suit the election.

They research broadly, using multiple sources
following developments, outcomes, looking into the
details, ingredients and trials.

•

•

They fear it will be prioritised/more accessible for
the rich, concern over health inequalities.

They consult others about their intentions to take/not
take; why vaccines should be mandatory, about COVID
stats, seek general vaccine knowledge.

•

Their conversation is:

•

They’re angry, disgusted with President Trump, those
who do not question the vaccine and label those
who do ‘Anti’.

•

They distrust politics & government, non-US pharma
or vaccines, mainstream news media: do trust own
doctors, scientists, FDA, CDC, Dr Fauci.

•

They believe in free choice, individual control
over their bodies, against mandatory
vaccination.

•

That a vaccine is not the only method:
behavioural approaches could off-set the
need if done well (e.g. healthy lifestyle).

•

That a rushed vaccine is risky.

•

That not all vaccines work: compare to the
flu virus, some past poor vaccine
experiences.

Base: USA 414

•

Determined: confident, demanding evidence,
transparency, answers.

•

Cautious: expressing scepticism without
appearing ‘anti’, defend their view.

•

Debating: stats, details, arguments for/against.
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What do they think?
•

Generally anti vaccines, specifically anti
COVID vaccine: think it can be harmful to
health, have side effects, cause illness, or be
lethal.

•

They don’t believe vaccines are effective or
that a COVID vaccine is needed: other
viruses have come and gone.

•

They prefer preventive treatment; treatment
can combat the virus, so a vaccine isn’t
needed; important to live healthily and boost
immunity/use common sense.

•
•

Some had poor vaccine experiences,
especially flu (side effects or ineffective).
Strongly believe in free choice: my body, my
choice, believe in medical autonomy.

•

That the vaccine is being rushed, isn’t safe:
won’t work as viruses mutate.

•

That the vaccine may worsen the pandemic:
will drive lapses in other preventative
behaviours.

•

COVID is/may be a hoax: a conspiracy or
exaggerated risk by government, it’s
survivable.

Base: USA 414

How do they feel?

What are they doing?

•

Patriotic, being American means having a choice,
some are anti-vaccine for religious reasons.

•

They will not take the ‘un-Constitutional’ vaccine or
allow their children/ family to, encourage others not to.

•

That health is a personal responsibility, not for
politics: we should make healthy choices and not for
the Government to ‘tell us’ what to do.

•

They’re willing to accept consequences of refusal: to
their health, legal implications or restricted freedoms.

•

They’ve had bad experiences of vaccines: some have
had negative health consequences or ineffective
vaccines.

•

They protest, sign petitions & promote them to others:
urge others to question, not trust ‘official’ statistics
/media.

•

They closely follow developments, actively research
and share, favour alternative media: e.g. YouTube,
Twitter.

•

They urge others not to trust mainstream media,
government sources, do own research & question data.

•

Their conversation is:

•

•

They fear the vaccine more than the virus: especially
a forced vaccine. Trust their health and treatments.
They fear a rushed vaccine due to hidden agendas:
and its consequent side effects. They fear vaccine
risks generally.

•

They fear it will be made compulsory and fear the flu
vaccine, suspect it will contain COVID vaccine dose.

•

They’re angry at corruption, conspiracy: of being lied
to, ‘fooled’, and people believing its needed (“sheep”).

•

Optimistic of their virus risk, their immunity, and that
treatment is available if they did contract COVID.

•

Distrust authority, mistrust government., pharma,
FDA, WHO, Dr Fauci. They trust those HCPs, experts and
scientists that speak out and question the vaccine.

•

Negative, assertive: unapologetic, “not my body”,
“not touching it”.

•

Determined: to defend Constitutional right to
chose, demand medical freedom.

•

Detailed: cite statistics, data, different sources
and historic virus cases.
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What do they think?
•

They support vaccines and a mandatory
approach to ensure uptake and efficacy.

•

But, they prefer preventative approaches
(masks, hygiene etc). The vaccine is justified
but should be a last resort.

•
•

•

•

That it’s morally right to be vaccinated to
protect the vulnerable and address COVID.

How do they feel?
They’re political, ideological rather than personally
motivated. They’re keen to distinguish themselves
from ‘‘anti-vaxxers” who they consider more ‘right
wing’.

•

They’ll take a COVID vaccine: despite potential side
effects, feel it will be safe ‘enough’ and side effects mild.

•

They’ll take the flu vaccine this year.

•

They distance themselves from ‘anti’, conspiracy
theorists, “Corona-deniers”: worry they spread false
‘truths’.

•

•

They’re civic-minded: see the vaccine as best ‘for all’
and a duty.

They’ll possibly take part in trials: some are, others are
also sceptical about the safety of a quick vaccine
despite being ‘pro’ and are hesitant to be involved in
trails.

•

They fear the virus more than vaccine: they fear
limited uptake, further spread, additional waves and
their impact on society, the economy and health.

They’re following the news on developments, trials,
manufactures, ingredients, outcomes.

•

They research widely, cite scientific studies, data,
‘facts’.

•

They ask others if/when the vaccine will be ready, what
they think and plan to do.

•

Their conversation is:

•

They’re generally pro-vaccines for
protection, think parents should vaccinate
children.

•

That the flu vaccine is more important than
ever with the risk of winter and subsequent
waves. They plan to take it this year.

•

They fear a vaccine won’t come, and not being able
to live socially, normally, without fear.

•

They’re angry and fearful of anti-vaccine stances,
and ‘other people’ not following preventative
measures.

They believe the vaccine will be effective,
safe, and is the only solution to COVID, to
protecting the vulnerable and restoring ‘life’.

•

They’re keen to get back to normal life, to
avoid further lockdowns, not live in fear.

•

That COVID is more dangerous than other
viruses as there is no vaccine. They’re willing
to accept side effects for protection (self,
society).

Base: Germany 317

What are they doing?

•

They’re happy/hopeful: a vaccine will come.

•

There’s some scepticism that a vaccine will be totally
‘safe’ and effective if rushed.

•

They generally trust authority, rely on experts/Govt.
to know the detail. Trust Govt. scientists, pharma,
medics, ‘science’, WHO, Robert Cock Institute, Bill
Gates / others involved in development.

•

Mocking, judging: anti-vaccine perspectives and
label ‘anti-vaxxers’, ‘Corona-deniers’.

•

Debating opposing views in forums/Twitter,
emphasises the uniqueness of COVID and its
seriousness.

•

Political/ideological, they place the discussion in
the wider context and link vaccine views with
other political stances (e.g. ‘anti’ as ‘right wing’).
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What do they think?
•

They’re open to vaccines but sceptical:
some are needed, others have risks. See it as
a complex issue.

•

They’re wary and need assurances: parents
should only vaccinate children when sure of
safety.

•

They believe in the right to choose: opposed
to a forced vaccine, that may not be needed.

•

Vaccines are not the only solution: other
methods can be more effective if used well.

•

They’re unsure of efficacy: of a vaccine,
compare it to flu which is not eradicated.

•

They need assurance: to have confidence in
the testing process, evidence of its safety.

•

•

•

They place the vaccine discussion in a wider
pandemic context: critical of world’s and
German Government’s handling undermines
trust in vaccine safety.
Wider concerns of social fractures, historic
divides, political regimes fame perceptions
and scepticism.
They’re concerned with divisive media
reporting.

Base: Germany 317

How do they feel?
•

They distance themselves from ‘anti-vaccine’: but
believe in critique and healthy scepticism.

•

They believe in individual rights to choice: important
social values for Germany.

•

Their discussion is less about personal choice, rather
it’s framed in the pandemic context and concerns
about social/political issues linked to it, and vaccine.

•

They fear the vaccine and virus equally: concerned
about ‘health and safety’ of a potentially rushed
vaccine.

•

They fear the vaccine may be the only solution:
unhappy about taking it, fear it’s inevitable due to
‘others’ irresponsible behaviours, spreading virus.

•

They’re angry at the media: for demonising
questioning groups.

•

They distrust a Russian/US vaccine: prefer German
vaccine, some would refuse if Russia/US, others need
strong assurance of safety and transparency.

•

Distrust pharma, anti-politicisation of vaccine,
suspect corruption and ‘more behind scenes’.

•

They trust the Government, scientists, medics, data,
‘science’: WHO, Robert Koch Institute, Bill Gates etc.

What are they doing?
•

They’re hesitant, reluctant, considering vaccine but
may delay: need assurance and potentially see it in
action.

•

They fear the vaccine and the virus, scepticism about
its development a barrier to uptake.

•

They already take or are considering the flu vaccine,
under the current circumstances.

•

They actively keep informed on the details: research
widely, follow updates, trials, outcomes, ingredients.

•

They’re keen to know more about processes, vaccines
generally, to be informed and share with others.

•

They ask others in social about their views: encourage
questioning, they don’t understand those who don’t.

•

Their conversation is:
•

Politically and socially framed: concerned and
confused about divisions, ‘state of society’.

•

Debating: opposing, keen to question.

•

Inquisitive, probing: keen to know more about
vaccines, past viruses, COVID – detailed
conversation.
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What do they think?
•

Most are anti-all vaccines, all are against a
COVID vaccine: believe vaccines harm
health.

•

•

•

How do they feel?
•

Proudly ’anti’, with a strong belief in the sanctity of
choice and control over body: violation of this a sign
of ‘dictatorship’ and against rights.

Most haven’t had vaccines as adults, won’t
consider them. Urge parents not to
vaccinate their children.

•

That vaccines are harmful: COVID version
may be DNA-altering and do neurological
damage.

They fear the vaccine more than the virus: trust their
immunity, COVID isn’t dangerous enough, fear other
viruses more, cite survival rate data.

•

Flu vaccine is shaping views: its failure to
eradicate flu undermines confidence. While
others had poor experiences.

•

Most explicitly state they won’t take a COVID vaccine,
won’t consider vaccines generally.

•

They’re willing to accept the consequences of refusing:
health, legal, social restrictions, being stigmatised.

•

They fear a compulsory, rushed, vaccine: its side
effects and ingredients. More afraid of other viruses.

They won’t take part in trials and are confused by
those who do.

•

•

They fear side effects: e.g. DNA altering, neurological
damage, with a specific link to Bill Gates’ involvement.

They sign & promote anti-vaccine petitions: question
COVID measures, general virus handling & vaccine.

•

They research widely, not mainstream media: bias to
alternative media: e.g. YouTube, Twitter. Urge others to
do the same and re-interpret data.

•

They share sources and contradictions in data.

•

Their conversation is:

•

They doubt the risk of COVID justifies a
vaccine. Personally and generally.

•

They’re confused by pro-vaccine people, can’t see
why they’re not questioning it.

•

That COVID risk is exaggerated/a hoax:
recovery possible or it will go like other
viruses. It’s a conspiracy, not about health but
other agendas.

•

They’re angry/disgusted at misinformation, media
driving panic, divisions, stigmatising ‘anti’ views as
‘right wing’.

•

They distrust authority: pharma considered corrupt,
distrust government links with it. Others’ (e.g. Bill
Gates) involvement seen as financially driven.
Suspects Chinese involvement.

•

•

Principally believe in free choice: about the
vaccine and what enters the body. COVID
restrictions have impinged on personal
freedoms.
That the vaccine is being rushed, isn’t safe:
linked to corruption, prior scandals, believe
it’s financially motivated.

Base: Germany 317

What are they doing?

•

Deep distrust of geopolitics, global institutions,
extreme capitalism or communism.

•

Defensive: of their view, being conflated with
extremists/right wing behaviour.

•

Debating: actively engage with pro-vaccine
people, wants to influence others’ views.

•

Factual, detailed: frank, knowledgeable, cite
details of COVID and its context.
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As we’ve shown, attitudes and behaviours towards vaccines (and a
COVID vaccine in particular) are polarised, complex and deeply
embedded.
If we’re looking to find a long-term solution to the COVID pandemic, it will not be
enough to simply ‘prove them wrong’. Doubts and suspicions are too ingrained;
legitimised and fuelled by powerful group narratives.
We see three main challenges to address:
1.

Trust: vaccination is, for most, a leap of faith – so it needs a firm foundation
in trust. However, this is in short supply. To address this, the vaccine needs to
be separated from politics. The Government needs to be consistent and
open about any unknowns. Experts need to be supported, not publicly
undermined. And a well-planned, multi-faceted (i.e. beyond the
mainstream) media strategy will be essential.

2.

Choice: there is a thin line to tread between notions of civic responsibility
and personal freedom – and the role that Governments should play in
deciding which side of the line to choose. Whichever side is chosen will need
a careful explanation to avoid alienating and agitating those on the other
side.

3. Transparency: Details matter, particularly to those groups less likely to take
a vaccine. It’s the missing ingredient for most of the Conditional and, done
well, has the power to take some of the heat from the Anti’s arguments. As
the vaccine and its roll-out happens, keeping people informed with
consistent trusted information will be important, if not easy. Admitting what
isn’t known, but when it will be, being candid and transparent can help
maintain trust while the details are worked out.
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For vaccine messaging to be effective, it should look to address the
following questions (that apply to all groups).
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•

What is it: what is it made of and how does it work?

•

What makes it safe: has the rapid development undermined the safety
process?

•

Who is behind the vaccine: what are their motivations and agendas?

•

Will people have a choice: will it be mandatory or optional and what’s the
rationale for each?

•

How will it be rolled-out: who will get it and why? When will it be available?
When will ‘I’ get it? Will anyone get preferential treatment? What will it cost?
Where will we get it?

•

How will it be delivered: how will it be administered? How many doses? Will I
need it every year?

•

Will it last: how will this be different from the flu jab – flu still exists? Will it ‘cure
COVID’? What about potential mutations?

•

Will it be fair: is there one vaccine across the country or many? Globally? How
will we know they all work equally? Will I have a choice in which one I get?

•

When will we be able to…: live life again? How will it ease restrictions, why, for
all or just the vaccinated?

•

What happens to other preventative measures: masks, distance, washing,
etc.?

•

Will it be just this: will this be part of a suite of preventative measures,
treatments and the vaccine?
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Then more targeted messaging should be used to address the needs of
each group.
•

The Conditionals should be the immediate priority to boost take-up rates as
quickly as possible. With a longer-term strategy used for the Anti’s.

Pro-vaccine
Need less detail, they don't need persuading. They’re happy to leave
it to the experts. They just want to know when, where and how?

Conditional pro-vaccine

Need detail, on vaccines generally, and COVID ones in particular.
They need to see the evidence and know the rationale. They also
need to know:
• What’s in it? How does it work? What will it do to me? Side effects?
• Who is involved, why should I trust them? Isn’t this too quick to
know enough?
• Is there enough for all? Will we have a choice? How many need it
to work?
• Why the vaccine over other methods? Other approaches work
too, why this?
• How will its efficacy or mutations be monitored and dealt with?

Anti-vaccine
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Will likely seek to discredit any messages, so they need to be
watertight and totally transparent. They’re used to dismissing
existing arguments, so a different ‘small wins’ strategy might be
more effective.
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The mainstream news media is an influential space that people are
hearing from or actively seeking information from. But not all trust it,
and many disapprove of its handling of the pandemic. So alternative
channels should be considered.
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•

Try to take ownership of the message using direct-to-audience channels as
much as possible (e.g. online, offline, radio call-ins, IGTV, online mailboxes, etc.)

•

Be transparent about what is happening in a way that allows people to ask
questions, probe, have a say. This will help rebuild the trust that is lacking and
give a sense of personal agency and freedom.

•

Provide clear information that addresses people’s questions in a flexible way.
Something top-level for the less interested / already convinced, with a more
comprehensive decision-making toolkit for those who need more.

•

Step outside the mainstream media. Social forums and media are active.
Find the influential spaces and seed the messages more broadly and
transparently through diverse, trusted voices.

•

Use the first wave of recipients to be your real-life case studies, use their
experiences to help give the assurances other people need.

•

Consider entertainment media alongside news. E.g. Netflix documentaries on
how it’s been developed, regular spots on daytime TV to show real-life
experiences. Podcasts form credible, but not just traditional or scientific,
health creators. Tell the broader vaccine story to build base level credibility.

•

Celebrate milestones as a national achievement to help galvanise initial
support, normalise the process as numbers build, make it a way people can
‘do their bit’ and feel active in protecting, and regaining life.
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Long term adoption will depend on the proven efficacy of the vaccine
and the benefits it brings to those who take it. It will need to show proof
to shift fear away from the vaccine, building trust, credibility and
reassurance.
One approach could be to show the vaccine in action while it’s being delivered.
This could make use of trusted medical staff, the first wave recipients and those
involved in trails to:
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•

Reassure of safety: showing the experience, sharing what side effects there
may be, over time.

•

Normalise the process: take it out the mysterious ‘lab’ and show how it’s
having a positive aspect on people’s lives.

•

Serialise and popularise: through unfolding ‘docu-drama’s. There could be
regular characters (people and medics), to engage and ‘edu-tain’, create a
positive conversation and gradually reassure.

•

Give evidence of how the vaccine is working with regular reporting alongside
COVID case updates.

•

Equip the Pro groups, and willing ‘first wave’ recipients in social media with
information to share and rebut negative voices or help those seeking
assurance. Help them answer the questions, give the details, for ‘you’. Give
them tools to show they’ve taken the vaccine and help to build the social
proof for vaccination.
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The world has changed, and people are
turning to social to help figure it all out.
We’re a social insight agency. We turn
social data into human insight.
We’d love to help you lead the way. Let me
know if you’d like a chat.
Thanks for reading.
Jeremy
T: +44 7799 415829
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E: jeremy@listenandlearnresearch.com

